A special message
about our exclusive

EverGard
service program!

If you are familiar with our BestValue Program,
you know that the true cost of purchasing a product such as a 2-way radio is not
just what you pay initially, but what you pay for ownership and use. A battery can
easily cost $50 or more. Flat rate repairs on many popular radios are now
averaging close to $150, and then there is the cost of downtime while awaiting
repairs. That is why we developed EverGard!
EverGard is a supplement to the manufacturer's warranty. As a buyer, one of the
first things you want to determine is the term of the product warranty. Obviously,
a product with a three year warranty should cost you less in the long run than
one with a one or two year warranty. Then you need to know, the average time
involved with a warranty or out of warranty repair. For out of warranty repairs,
you should ask right up front what the cost of a flat rate will be and what is the
guaranteed turn around time on repairs (both warranty and non-warranty). You
don't need to ask about batteries. If covered by any warranty at all, the term will
range from 180 days to one year with six months being about average.
Another question to ask is if there is a plan to provide automatic product
upgrades at the end of the warranty. The plan will tell you a lot about the value
of the product you purchase after the warranty has expired. With EverGard, you
will KNOW what your options are through an associated program known as
ForeverYoung.
So, here's the plan! On any Hytera BD, PD3, 4 or 5 series, Maxon TPD8400,
and Straight-Talker D55/N55 series radios, you can add EverGard for $25 per
radio. This gets you no charge replacement batteries during the manufacturers
warranty term plus a next day no charge loaner radio if your radio requires repair.
All you pay is shipping for return of your defective radio to us.
At the end of the manufacturers warranty, you have a choice of extending the
warranty for an additional two years (must be done before end of original
warranty), The cost of this warranty extension is $50 plus an additional $25 if
you want to also extend EverGard battery and next day exchange radio program.
Or, you can trade in your existing radios for NEW radios ($100 for BD302, $150
for BD502, D55, N55, PD362, or TPD8400 radios).
If you want the lowest cost of OWNERSHIP, there is only one name you need to
know - OURS!
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